Correlations among plasma silicon, magnesium and calcium in patients with knee osteoarthritis – analysis in consideration of gender
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Abstract

Osteoarthrits (OA) is a complex, chronic disorder of cartilage and bone, related to homeostasis of bioelements. The current study aimed at evaluation of correlations between plasma silicon, magnesium and ionized calcium in OA patients in consideration to gender.

Materials and method. The study comprised 59 patients aged 69.5±9.0 years (18 males aged 66.8±9.2; 41 females aged 70.7±8.8), admitted to the Trauma and Orthopaedic Ward of the Independent Public Health Care Centre in Łęczna, Poland, due to OA and qualified to surgery. Control group consisted of 19 subjects without OA (54.5±8.6 years; 10 males aged 41.3±9.3; 9 females aged 69.1±14.9). Plasma concentrations of silicon and magnesium (spectrophotometric methods) and ionized calcium (potentiometric method) were determined.

Results. Silicon in OA patients was significantly increased vs. control. In OA males and OA females, silicon was enhanced vs. the respective controls, but it was statistically significant only in males. Magnesium in OA patients was not significantly different from control group. In females, a significant decrease vs. the respective control was observed. No significant differences were observed in the case of ionized calcium. Positive correlations between silicon and magnesium in healthy control, both in the whole group and in male and female subgroups, were noted, while no such effect was observed in OA subjects.

Conclusions. The results might suggest some connection between higher OA incidence in women and the depleted magnesium in the organism. Silicon increase in OA patients, especially in men, may indicate its intense metabolism during the articular inflammatory process, likely dependent on sex hormones. It remains open whether the plasma Si increase is the effect or cause of OA.
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INTRODUCTION

Osteoarthrits (OA) is a complex, chronic disorder of the musculoskeletal system. Its course involves disturbances of balance between regeneration and degeneration of articular cartilage connected with damage to subchondrial bone, as well as the inflammation process [1–5]. The consequences of these pathological processes are joints stiffness and pain, which negatively affect life quality and, along with the disease development, can lead to functional disability to such a considerable degree that its consequence may even result in early withdrawal from work [6, 7]. OA occurs most often in cases of knee and hip joints. Its incidence increases along with ageing [8] and shows dependency on gender. Generally, considerable differences in the incidence of diverse diseases, including osteoarthrits between males and females, have been found [9]. In the case of OA, women are the group at higher risk. Additional risk factors are obesity, genetic predisposition, disturbances of the neuromuscular system as well as metabolic disorders [10–12]. OA of knee joint can also be a consequence of mechanical trauma as well as selenium deficit or disturbances of calcium homeostasis [13–15]. The development and course of OA has been revealed to be affected by diet and physical activity [16, 17].

Research performed to date has revealed a relationships between homeostasis of both bioelements, with OA course and patients’ condition [4, 8, 14, 18]. Even boron, an element rather rarely used in human model experiments, has been reported to be a possible therapeutical agent in OA subjects. Interestingly, in one of the studies, it was applied in the form of calcium fructoborate [1].

Calcium, the second most abundant extracellular macroelement, apart from being a bone component, influences numerous physiological processes, neurotransmission, hormone secretion and blood clotting, among others [19–21]. The relationships between serum calcium level, as well as vitamin D treatment and knee OA development, have also been reported, pointing to the importance of this element’s homeostasis for OA subjects [2, 14].

Magnesium belongs to one of the most important macroelements whose metabolic role involves processes
related to osteoarthritis. It influences the inflammatory cytokines level and acts as a pain mediator [18], as well as affecting muscle function. Dietary Mg has been found to prevent age-related depletion of muscle condition [22]. The beneficial effect of higher dietary or blood magnesium in cases of cartilage and bone disorders, including osteoarthritis or chondrocalcinosis as well as frailty, has been reported [23, 24].

Silicon is a microelement whose role and essentiality for the human organism remains unclear [25]. However, in view of the available research data its connection with the functioning of connective tissues seems to be unquestionable [26, 27]. An association has been found between dietary silicon and bone condition in humans [28]. Moreover, the associations between silicon metabolism and female hormones have been investigated and relationships of Si bone metabolism with oestrogen status revealed [25, 29]; however, other authors did not find any correlations of its absorption and excretion with oestradiol [30]. Additionally, the differences between the male and female studied groups regarding the beneficial influence of silicon preparation treatment in knee OA patients have been reported [31]. Some interactions between silicon and other elements have also been observed [32, 33]. In one of the newest studies, silicon and strontium ions together have been reported to promote cartilage and bone regeneration [5].

OBJECTIVE

The aim of the study was to determine ionized calcium, magnesium and silicon in plasma of OA patients qualified to surgery, as well as to evaluate the possible correlations among the studied bioelements. Taking into account that men and women have shown considerable differences as to the risk of OA incidence and response to treatment, the obtained results were also analysed in consideration of gender.

MATERIALS AND METHOD

Information about the purpose of the study was provided to all the participants and written consent was obtained from all those enrolled into the study.

The study was performed with the approval of the Bioethical Board of the Medical University of Lublin (Acceptance No. KE-0254/11/2016).

Patients. The study comprised 59 patients aged 69.5 ± 9.0 years (18 males aged 66.8 ± 9.2; 41 females aged 70.7 ± 8.8), admitted to the Trauma and Orthopaedic Ward of the Independent Public Health Care Centre in Łęczna (Lublin Province, Eastern Poland), due to knee osteoarthritis and qualified for surgery. The knee osteoarthritis was diagnosed based on medical history, physical examination, X-ray, ultrasound or computed tomography scan of the knee joint.

Inclusion criteria were the overall condition allowing surgery under extrameningeal or general anaesthesia, limited physical activity, degeneration changes based on image examination. Exclusion criteria were infection of the joint or its region, body mass index (BMI) > 30.0 kg/m², smoking, blood clotting disorders, taking magnesium, calcium or silicon supplements, and limb ischaemia, as well as varicose veins accompanied by thrombophlebitis.

The patients were treated with: nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs and additional adjuvants (collagen, glucosamine, chondroitin, hyaluronic acid preparations and steroids).

The control group included 19 subjects without osteoarthritis, inflammation or calcium, magnesium and silicon supplementation. The average age was 54.5 ± 18.6 years (10 males aged 41.3 ± 9.3; 9 females aged 69.1 ± 14.9).

The studied groups were denoted as follows: CONTROL – the control group without regard to gender; C-male – male control subjects; C-female – female control subjects; PATIENTS – knee osteoarthritis patients without regard to gender; P-male – male knee osteoarthritis patients; P-female – female knee osteoarthritis patients.

A sample of blood was drawn from each participant during standard biochemical examinations.

Biochemical determinations. Fasting (after 12-hour overnight fasting) blood samples were drawn from patients and control subjects using heparinized test-tubes. Plasma was separated by centrifugation at 3,000 rpm for 10 min. and stored at -20°C for further determinations.

Plasma concentrations of silicon was measured using spectrophotometric methods according to Wielkoszyński [34]. Plasma magnesium concentration was assayed by the colorimetric method using commercially available diagnostic kit Liquick Cor-MG 60 (Cormay, Łomianki, Poland). Determinations of silicon and magnesium were performed using spectrophotometer SPECORD M40 (Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany). Ionized calcium was determined in plasma by potentiometric method with using ion-selective electrode and analyzer COBAS D221 (Roche, Basel, Switzerland).

Statistics. All statistical analyses were performed using the STATISTICA 12 programme. The normality of data distribution was verified using Shapiro-Wilk test. Normally distributed variables were expressed as mean ± SD, while non-normally distributed ones as median and quartile distribution. The differences among the studied groups were analysed using the t-Student test (for normally distributed variables) or the U Mann Whitney test (for non-normally distributed variables). Values were considered significant with p < 0.05. For evaluating of correlations among the studied elements, Pearson (normal distribution) or Spearman (non-normal distribution) correlations coefficients were calculated.

Having taken into consideration the difference in ages between male OA subjects and male controls (P-male and C-male groups) multi-way analysis of variance ANOVA/MANOVA in these groups was performed. To unify the results, the same analysis was also performed for female patients and control groups.

RESULTS

Silicon in plasma of patients was significantly increased compared to control with p < 0.001 (Fig. 1). The comparison performed taking gender into account showed that in males plasma silicon was significantly increased vs. male control group with p < 0.001. In females, an enhancement vs. the respective control was also observed, but it did not reach statistical significance (p < 0.11) (Fig. 1). Magnesium in plasma of patients was not significantly different from control group;
however, a slight decrease was observed ($p < 0.2$) (Fig. 2).

The comparison performed taking gender into consideration showed essential differences between males and females. In males, an insignificant increase was observed compared to the proper control ($p < 0.1$), while in females, a significant decrease vs. the respective control group ($p < 0.01$) was noted (Fig. 2).

Calcium in plasma of patients was not significantly different from control group (Fig. 3).

The comparison performed with taking into consideration the gender showed that both in males and in females the obtained values did not show significant differences vs. the respective control groups (Fig. 3).

The multi-way analysis of variance ANOVA/MANOVA showed that in males age had no effect on the differences between P-male and C-male groups (Si: $F = 0.032$; $p = 0.968$; Mg: $F = 1.065$; $p = 0.350$; Ca: $F = 1.275$; $p = 0.286$). To unify the presentation of the obtained results the same analysis was performed for females (P-female and C-female), which resulted in no relationships being found between age and the studied bioelements (Si: $F = 0.030$; $p = 0.970$; Mg: $F = 0.349$; $p = 0.707$; Ca: $F = 0.469$; $p = 0.629$).

To confirm the above results, the analysis of correlations between age and the studied parameters was performed both in males (P-male and C-male) and females (P-female and C-female), but no correlations were found.

Statistical analysis showed the existence of positive correlations between silicon and magnesium in healthy control, both in the whole group and in the subgroups of
males and females, while no significant correlations were observed between silicon and calcium, and magnesium and calcium. In contrast, no significant correlations among the studied bioelements were noted in the patients. The calculated values of Pearson or Spearman correlations coefficients are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Spearman or Pearson correlations coefficients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Si – Mg</th>
<th>Si – Ca</th>
<th>Mg – Ca</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>0.5659</td>
<td>0.0116</td>
<td>-0.2786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control male</td>
<td>0.7112</td>
<td>0.0211</td>
<td>-0.1631</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control female</td>
<td>0.7329</td>
<td>0.0247</td>
<td>-0.5232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patients</td>
<td>-0.0156</td>
<td>0.9068</td>
<td>-0.0381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patients male</td>
<td>-0.0517</td>
<td>0.8385</td>
<td>0.2662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patients female</td>
<td>-0.0693</td>
<td>0.6667</td>
<td>0.0276</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* p < 0.05; (S) – Spearman correlations coefficients; (P) – Pearson correlations coefficients

DISCUSSION

Osteoarthritis usually occurs in the elderly and analysis of its incidence, performed on a group of 1,380 subjects, revealed that it was more frequent in women in a very significant way (p < 0.0001) [9]. Significant differences were found between the genders, both with regard to the effects of the therapy, as well as the influence of diet and blood level of bioelements. Geusens et al. studied the effect of choline-stabilized orthosilicic acid in knee OA patients and found no considerable improvement in clinical parameters (pain, stiffness), nor in cartilage degradation biomarkers (urine C-terminal telopeptide of collagen type II and serum cartilage oligomeric matrix protein). However, analysis of the obtained results with respect to gender revealed significant differences. In men, OA symptoms were reduced and accompanied by a significant depletion of markers of cartilage degradation. No such effect was observed in women. According to the authors, such results might be connected with the fact that the female subjects were mostly postmenopausal, and the serum baseline estradiol in this group was much lower than in males. This made the 12-week treatment too short and consequently ineffective [31]. Such conclusions are consistent with the results reported by Macdonald et al. who stated that silicon influence on bone condition was affected by oestrogen status. A significant relationship between energy-adjusted dietary intake of silicon and bone mineral density of the femoral neck was found only in oestrogen-replete females, whereas in perimenopausal or postmenopausal women without hormone replacement therapy (HRT) such marked associations were not observed [25]. Similarly, having compared the connections between silicon intake with diet and bone mineral density in different study groups, (premenopausal women, postmenopausal women with or without HRT, as well as men) Juguadolsingh et al. suggested the involvement of oestriadiol in the Si utilization at the cellular level [30].

The importance of silicon in the case of osteoarthritis was recently confirmed by Deng et al. who studied the potential beneficial influence of Sr,(PO3)2SiO4 (SPS) scaffolds on reconstruction of osteochondral defects. An in vitro experiment performed on chondrocytes using SPS extracts and an in vivo one carried out on rabbits, both showed that SPS scaffold may support osteochondral regeneration. The authors attributed this beneficial effect to Sr and Si ions released from SPS scaffold [5].

The current study shows a positive correlation between Si and Mg in control subjects, particularly in women, and the lack of any such relationship in osteoarthritis patients. Interactions between silicon and other bioelements have already been reported. Ratcliffe et al. stated that in Si-depleted rats, urinary phosphorus excretion was higher compared to Si-repleted animals [33]. Additionally, in one of the newest studies the differences in Mg-Si correlations between subjects with healthy veins and those with insufficient veins were reported [35].

In the presented study the considerable differences with regard to silicon were observed between the knee OA patients and control without OA. Moreover, considerable differences were observed when the studied groups were divided with respect to gender. The elevation of plasma silicon in OA patients may be potentially caused by the intense rebuilding of cartilage and the release of silicon into the blood. The observed increase in silicon, especially in male OA patients, cannot be explained by the average age difference between OA and control group. Bisse et al. showed that silicon plasma level is slightly reduced with age [36]. In the current study, OA male patents were older compared to controls, however, in them the concentration of silicon was significantly higher. Silicon in females did not differ from the respective female control.

In the presented study, magnesium was found to be significantly decreased in the P-female group in comparison with C-female group. In view of the available literature data, this seems to be consistent with the fact that in women the incidence of osteoarthritis is higher. The research confirmed the importance of magnesium homeostasis in subjects suffering from OA. In a study including 2,548 participants with radiographic knee, OA lower intake of magnesium was shown to be correlated with worsened knee functioning and pain [18]. A similar conclusion about the significance of maintaining a proper magnesium level can be drawn from the results reported by Li et al., who revealed that serum and dietary Mg were associated in an inverse way with serum concentration of the high-sensitivity C-reactive protein in subjects with early radiographic knee OA. Taking into account that low magnesium could contribute to inflammatory response, the authors suggested that their outcomes may be useful in the therapy of early knee OA [4]. Another study on 1,626 subjects which confirmed the importance of magnesium in the course of knee OA was performed by Zeng et al. The authors found an inverse relationship between magnesium intake with diet and both radiographic knee OA and joint space narrowing [8]. Interesting results were obtained by Verone et al. according to whom, in a group of 4,421 subjects aged 45–79 years with knee OA or its high risk, during the subsequent 8-year-follow up the higher dietary magnesium decreased the risk of frailty development in males, while no such relationship was noted in females [24].

The present study revealed no associations between plasma calcium and osteoarthritis incidence. The available data concerning the relationships between cartilage as well as bone disorders and calcium homeostasis are not consistent. Resmini et al. investigated serum ionized calcium
in patients with hip OA, but did not observe differences between subgroups with and without (normal femoral bone density) osteoporosis [37]. In a cross-sectional study including 5,880 subjects, performed by Lee, no significant correlation between knee osteoarthritis and endogenous parathyroid hormone was found, although in women a trend for a negative trend was observed [38]. In contrast, serum calcium was reported to be associated in an inverse way with radiographic knee osteoarthritis [14]. The existence of relationships between calcium serum level and the course of disease were also confirmed by Sanghi et al. who studied the influence of 12-month-supplementation with vitamin D on the condition of knee osteoarthritis subjects with vitamin D deficiency. Compared to a placebo group, supplemented patients showed a significant improvement in functioning and decreased pain. These effects were accompanied by enhancement of serum total and ionic calcium [2].

**CONCLUSIONS**

The outcomes of the current study might suggest that the higher OA incidence observed in women could, in some part, be connected with the depleted magnesium in the organism. Increased concentration of silicon in patients with OA, especially in men, may indicate an intense metabolism of this element during articular inflammatory process, and likely to be dependent to sex hormones. However, the question remains open whether the increase in Si concentration in the plasma is the cause or effect of OA.
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